Combined virtual-assisted lung mapping (VAL-MAP) with CT-guided localization in thoracoscopic pulmonary segmentectomy.
Virtual assisted lung mapping (VAL-MAP) is a bronchoscopic lung marking technique developed to assist in navigational lung resection. It can be used for nodule localization and segmental identification. This article presents our initial experience of thoracoscopic pulmonary segmentectomy using combined VAL-MAP and computed tomography (CT)-guided localization. Markings with India Ink were made bronchoscopically, before surgery, using a virtual bronchoscopy system (LungPoint® Planner) without fluoroscopy guidance. Post VAL-MAP CT scans localized the actual markings. All data on patients, markings, and outcomes were retrospectively collected, and the contribution of VAL-MAP to the operation was graded by the surgeon. From March 2017 to September 2017, 24 consecutive patients received the VAL-MAP marking procedure before thoracoscopic segmentectomy. Nineteen patients also received pre-operative CT-guided percutaneous localization after VAL-MAP; fifteen patients received CT-guided localization with dye (patent blue V) and microcoil, and four patients received with dye only. Of the 101 marking attempts made in all the patients, 71 (70.3%) were identified as contributing to the surgery. No clinically evident complications were associated with the procedure. A total of 24 segmentectomies were thoracoscopically conducted for 18 cases of lung cancer and six cases of benign diseases. The combination of VAL-MAP and CT-guided percutaneous localization contribute to precise thoracoscopic pulmonary segmentectomy.